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Abstract

analyzed by the platform’s AI engine to provide a crowdedness level at each location to help users decide on where to
visit.

The COVID-19 pandemic is one of the most severe challenges the world faces today. In order to contain the transmission of COVID-19, people around the world have been
advised to practise social distancing. However, maintaining
social distance is a challenging problem, as we often do
not know beforehand how crowded the places we intend to
visit are. In this paper, we demonstrate crowded.sg, an AIempowered platform that leverages on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), crowdsourced images, and computer vision
techniques to provide social distancing decision support.

System Design
The main features of crowded.sg are as follows:
1. Location markers: A map interface with locations of interest as circular markers is shown in Figure 1(a). Users
can filter between different categories or search for a location by name using the search bar with auto-complete
functionality (Figure 1(b)).
2. Color coded crowd levels: The color coding scheme at
each location is calibrated based on its historical crowd
counts. This provides a high level overview of the crowd
situation in the vicinity. Details can be obtained by clicking on the markers to get an estimated count (Figure 1(c))
or view the uploaded image which has been algorithmically blurred for privacy reasons (Figure 1(d)).
3. User contributed photos: Locations without data or with
outdated data are represented by translucent circles. By
maintaining the visibility of these locations, the users can
be nudged (Thaler and Sunstein 2009) to snap a picture
with their smartphones and upload it.
4. User curation of photos: It is not feasible to manually curate all user uploads. As such, we rely on the community
to upvote images that accurately reflect the current situation and downvote those that do not (Figure 1(d)). Images
with high net downvotes are automatically removed.

Introduction
The Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) has infected
more than 29 million people worldwide, with number of
deaths approaching the 1 million mark. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has stated that the best
way to reduce the spread of the disease is to limit social contact. However, enforcing safe distancing is a challenge.
Epidemiological studies have shown that the virus spreads
easily in crowded areas (Rothan and Byrareddy 2020). In
Singapore, large COVID-19 clusters were formed in places
like worker dormitories and nursing homes with people living in close proximity. Even with various safe distancing
measures, places like food eateries and bus stops still experience high traffic flows. An infected but asymptomatic individual visiting such crowded places could cause community
transmission of COVID-19, which makes subsequent contact tracing difficult. There is an urgent need for a decision
support platform to inform the general public of the crowdedness of places they intend to visit, so that they can make
informed decisions when planning their trips.
In this paper, we showcase an Artificial Intelligence (AI)empowered crowd counting platform - crowded.sg1 . The
platform is deployed in Nanyang Technological University
(NTU) and has garnered more than 400 users. It leverages
on user uploaded images taken at locations of interest (e.g.,
shops) and aerial images captured with Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) (e.g., of sports fields). The images are then

The AI Engine
The AI Engine (Figure 2) combines state of the art computer vision models for crowd counting. According to (Loy
et al. 2013), the literature can be generally classified
into three categories: detection-based, regression-based, and
density estimation-based methods. By considering their
strengths and weaknesses, we incorporate the detectionbased method, Mask R-CNN (He et al. 2017) and the density
estimation method CSRNet (Li, Zhang, and Chen 2018) into
a single workflow for accurate crowd density estimation.
Mask R-CNN with ResNet101 (He et al. 2016) backbone and Feature Pyramid Network (Lin et al. 2017) is pretrained on the MS-COCO dataset (Lin et al. 2014). To ob-
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A video demonstration of the platform can be accessed at
https://youtu.be/NUoChH3VeOU
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Figure 1: The crowded.sg user interaction design.

Figure 2: The AI Engine with CSRNet and Mask R-CNN.
tain the crowd count, we sum the number of detection of the
“person” class. However, when the image contains a dense
crowd, occlusion and cluttered backgrounds degrade the detection accuracy (Gao et al. 2020).

a large number of people (i.e., more than 15), CSRNet is
used instead.

CSRNet is pre-trained on the ShanghaiTech Part A
dataset (Liu et al. 2018). Instead of detecting each individual person, it tries to find regions in the image which contain a high concentration of people. A feature map is subsequently produced with a large weight given to such regions.
To obtain the crowd count, we aggregate the feature map.
Although CSRNet can deal with dense crowds, we observed
that it tends to pick up on non-existent patterns and overcount with sparse crowds.

We have successfully deployed crowded.sg within the NTU
campus from 1st August, 2020. Within a month, it has garnered more than 400 users. A user study involving 100 of
them has been conducted, with questions designed based
on the System Usability Scale (SUS) (Bangor, Kortum, and
Miller 2008) to study the usability and usefulness of the system. The results are shown in Figure 3. Among the respondents, 80% of them found our platform easy to learn and
intuitive to use, while 81% agreed that the platform makes
it easier for them to practice social distancing. 86.7% of respondents reported that their time has been saved, as they
could access the platform for updates instead of physically

User Evaluation

For our AI engine to handle both sparse and dense crowds,
we heuristically alternate between the two models. Mask RCNN is used by default due to its high precision. If it detects
16045

Conclusions and Future Work

visiting the venue and then making alternative plans due to
unexpected high level of crowdedness.

crowded.sg is an effective solution to assist users in making
better choices of where to visit to facilitate social distancing
in times of pandemic. Although there are map applications
(e.g., Google Maps) which rely on users’ location beaconing
information to estimate the crowdedness of an area. Such an
approach does not capture non-users or users who disable
the location function in their mobile devices. In comparison,
crowded.sg is application agnostic and accessible to anyone
with a smart phone.
In subsequent work, we will incorporate functions to forecast crowd levels and suggest optimal alternatives so as to
minimize crowding.

The website is difficult to use
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